Abstract. Due to the vast amount and pace of high-dimensional data production, dimensionality reduction emerges as an important requirement in many application areas. In this paper, we introduce X-SDR, a prototype designed specifically for the deployment and assessment of dimensionality reduction techniques. X-SDR is an integrated environment for dimensionality reduction and knowledge discovery that can be effectively used in the data mining process. In the current version, it supports communication with different database management systems and integrates a wealth of dimensionality reduction algorithms both distributed and centralized. Additionally, it interacts with Weka thus enabling the exploitation of the data mining algorithms therein. Finally, X-SDR provides an API that enables the integration and evaluation of any dimensionality reduction algorithm.
Introduction
Data pre-processing is a crucial step of data mining that enables the abduction of irrelevant values from a dataset. An important aspect of data pre-processing is dimensionality reduction (DR). DR methods address challenges that rise from the large number of variables describing each observation. In high dimensional spaces typical knowledge discovery tasks, such as clustering or classification become ineffective [1] . DR algorithms apply transformations on the original dataset and embed it from the original space R n to a new, low dimensional space R k (k << n). The objective of the methodology is to retain the distances between points or other statistical properties (i.e. variance) in the new space. Recently, due to the advent of large distributed applications, distributed dimensionality reduction (DDR) has also emerged as a decentralized pre-processing step.
Despite the large number of centralized ( [4] ) and distributed ( [8] and references therein) approaches we lack a software tool that integrates them towards experimenting with them in a user friendly manner. The latter, has inspired the design and implementation of X-SDR 1 , a prototype that enables the integration and evaluation of any DR algorithm. X-SDR is open source and supports the evaluation of DR methods through experimentation on artificial and real world datasets. Its key features are its extensibility and user friendliness. From a user's perspective it is easy to use while from a developer's point of view, it is straightforward to extend. X-SDR supports numerous experimentation scenarios, all aligned with the evaluation methodology of applying a linear or non-linear DR method in a centralized or network environment and then assessing its quality through visualization or further experimentation with well known data mining techniques ( [6] ).
Related Work
The aim of this section is to present a brief outline of the various DR software packages. Due to space limitations we focus only on prototypes that primarily target on the evaluation and assessment of DR algorithms. XGvis ( [2] , [3] ) was the first attempt to offer a toolkit for experimenting with DR methods as well as visualizing their results. Unfortunately, XGvis has been confined to a number of variations of MDS ( [4] ). The application utilized XGobi ( [9] ) as a visualization frontend. XGvis evolved to GGobi ( [5] ), a powerful, open source suite that provides a large number of data visualization and knowledge extraction techniques specifically designed for high dimensional data. The most prominent software package in the area is the Matlab Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction(MTDR [7] ). The latter contains a vast amount of DR techniques implemented in MATLAB. Additionally, the toolbox provides implementations of methods for intrinsic dimensionality estimation, as well as functions for outof-sample extension, prewhitening of data, and the generation of toy datasets.
Unfortunately, none of the afore described efforts assesses DR algorithms in the context of knowledge discovery. Although GGobi incorporates a large number of data mining techniques, it utilizes only a small number of DR methods. On the other hand, MTDR focuses on the algorithms rather than the evaluation of their results. Consequently, the ideal software package should combine the salient features of these two efforts and provide a user friendly frontend enabling the deployment and experimental driven assessment of any DR technique.
The X-SDR suite
In this section we present the extensible experimentation Suite for Dimensionality Reduction (X-SDR). We commence by outlining its software architecture followed by various implementation details. Furthermore we analyze its key aspects and highlight its novel features. Finally we provide a small experimentation scenario that highlights the merits of X-SDR.
X-SDR is structured in three layers. The first comprises the data input layer that enables interaction with various data sources ranging from simple text files to database management systems (i.e. MySQL, MS SQL Server). Its main purpose is to transform the underlying data into n-dimensional vectors. These vectors are provided as input to the DR layer which incorporates a large number of DR techniques as well as the whole MTDR suite. Additionally, it supports experimentation with distributed DR algorithms, a feature that to the best of our knowledge uniquely characterizes our framework. In order to simulate the decentralization procedure, a network profile, in the form of an adjacency matrix, should also be provided. The latter is used for the definition of a star overlay network where the central node undertakes all tasks that need to be computed centrally.
The DR layer provides two outputs. The first is a set of assessment metrics directly related to the effectiveness and efficiency of the evaluated algorithm while the second is the low dimensional embedding of the initial dataset in vector format. The assessment metrics are related to the time requirements and stress value [4] that the algorithm exhibits on a particular dataset. Moreover, for distributed algorithms, an estimation of the communication cost is also provided. The third layer aims at the assessment of the algorithms, which is accomplished either through visualization of the low dimensional dataset or further experimentation. Towards the latter we have integrated X-SDR with numerous algorithms provided by Weka 2 through proper exploitation of the OS service calls. Consequently the results of each DR algorithm are evaluated with respect to the performance of prominent clustering and classification approaches. Moreover the combination of a large number of DR methods with data mining tools promotes it as an ideal candidate for teaching as well as research activities.
The key feature of X-SDR is its extensibility which is achieved by a simple programming interface that enables any researcher to design his own algorithm and experiment through X-SDR. All required parameters are defined in XML format and incorporated as comments in the header of each MATLAB source file. Each input parameter is identified by the triplet {name, type, value}; afterwards the header of the file is parsed and the input form is dynamically created. During execution, the overarching application formulates the required calls to the MATLAB server which in turn executes the identified algorithm.
In order to provide a short demonstration scenario we use the 35-dimensional ionosphere dataset from the UCI repository 3 . The dataset is stored in a comma separated file and is loaded by the corresponding X-SDR module. We use the PCA [4] implementation available from MTDR and embed the dataset in a 5-dimensional space (Fig. 1(a) ). The produced dataset can be visualized and even compared against the initial one. We finally evaluate the embedded dataset with the use of Naive Bayes (Fig. 1(b) ) and derive a classification accuracy of 89%. The obtained value is marginally equal to the one exhibited by the same algorithm in the original space, thus concluding that PCA has successfully retained data properties while projection.
X-SDR (available through http://www.db-net.aueb.gr/panagis/X-SDR) is implemented in C while all algorithms are implemented in MATLAB. The interfacing of these technologies is accomplished via the COM Automation Server. X-SDR's deployment requires MATLAB and .NET framework (version 3.5 SP1) together with Microsoft Chart Controls library.
Conclusion
We have presented X-SDR, an extensible experimentation suite for dimensionality reduction algorithms. X-SDR is an open source tool, integrating a large number of DR algorithms and well known knowledge discovery tool. Moreover, X-SDR enables the simulated execution of distributed DR approaches. These features promote it as an ideal candidate platform for research and teaching in academia. Future enhancements will primarily focus on incorporating distributed data mining techniques in the package thus providing an open source application for distributed knowledge discovery experimentation.
